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1. 'Yellow Dust' which is in news is  

a) a variety of sand which would add fertility to the soil. 

b) a sand from China which will be carried on to North Korea and South Korea because of high speed 

winds. 

c) a layer which will be formed in Delhi every winter because of stubble burning. 

d) one kind of virus which attacks wheat crop. 

 

2. Industry 4.0 technology which is recently in news is developed jointly by 

a) IIT Kharagpur and TCS 

b) IIT Mumbai and TCS 

c) IIT Kharagpur and Wipro 

d) IIT Mumbai and Wipeout 

 

3. Consider the following statements regarding circular economy: 

1) Circular economy means an economic system focused on eliminating and reusing waste. 

2) NITI Aayog is organizing India- Newzealand circular economy Hackathon on 7th and 8th December.  

Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

a) 1only                              b) 2only                          c) Both 1 and 2                             d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

4. Consider the following statements about Austria which is celebrating it's 65th National day: 

1) Austria shares it's boundary with Switzerland. 

2) It is a landlocked country. 

Select the incorrect answer from the codes given below: 

a)1only                                  b)2only                      c)Both 1 and 2                                  d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

5. Pastic Premier League to be organized by which one of the following cities? 

a)Bengaluru                           b)Hyderabad                                c)Indore                                   d)New Delhi 

 

6. Consider the following statements about Guru Tegh Bahadur: 

1) He was the ninth guru of the sikh religion.  

2) 2021 marks the 400th anniversary of Guru Tegh Bahadur. 

Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

a)1only                              b)2only                                      c)Both 1 and 2                          d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

7. Consider the following statements about Kumki elephants: 

1) These are trained elephants used to trap wild elephants. 

2) Kumki elephant always harms wild elephant. 

Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

a)1only                                      b)2only                              c)Both 1 and 2                         d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

8. Consider the following statements with respect to Assumption Island: 
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1) It is one of the islands constituting the Seychelles archipelago. 

2) It is located to the north of Madagascar. 

3) India has signed an agreement to develop transport infrastructure facilities on the Island. 

Which of the given statement/s is/are INCORRECT? 

a) 1 only                               b) 2 and 3 only                      c) 1, 2 and 3                         d) None of the above 

 

9. Justice Lokur committee is related to 

a) cooperative farming                b) contract farming              c) stubble burning     d) Industrial Pollution  

 

10. Consider the following statements regarding Jammu and Kashmir : 

1) India is celebrating 73rd anniversary of Jammu and Kashmir accession with India.  

2) The instrument of accession gave Indian Parliament the power to legislate on matters of finance and 

communication only. 

Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

a)1only                             b)2 only                                c)Both 1 and 2                                d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 


